Company:         Zyetric Technologies Limited

Position 1:      Full-Stack R&D Developer Internship (Cloud Backend)

Position 2:      Computer Vision and Machine Learning Internship

Brief Company Information

Zyetric Technologies Limited is a Hong Kong Science Park company focusing on applying CV/ML technologies on the influencer marketing industry. We have teams in US, New Zealand and Hong Kong developing the cutting-edge cloud platform — Zyviz.com. We are now expanding our team in Hong Kong and need your help to surprise the world together. We manage with Silicon Valley style in an open-minded atmosphere. All full-time employees are entitled to company stock options, and opportunity to work closely with our US and New Zealand teams.

Company Website: www.zyviz.com / www.zyetric.com

Position 1:      Full-Stack R&D Developer Internship (Cloud Backend)

Job Description
• Be part of our international R&D team to build the required cloud solutions
• Develop and implement the company’s cloud-service back-end portal
• Research and invent technologies to automate the cloud’s functionalities
• Maintain the company’s current cloud-service portal (Zyviz.com)

Requirements
• Bachelor or Master in Computer Science or Engineering disciplines
• Have strong knowledge of Java Script, Java, PostgreSQL, Node.js, and Python
• Familiar with Linux and MacOS
• Familiar with Github and other software issue tracking tools
• Knowledge of AI/CV/ML technologies will be a great plus
• Need to participate in meetings with English and/or Putonghua
• Be able to work independently, follow and respect coding standards and help to enforce good programming practices
• Able to work full time during the winter break

Number of vacancies: 1
Position 2: Computer Vision and Machine Learning Internship

Job Description
• Be part of a small AI team to research and implement the required solutions
• Extracting the images and labeling from public Datasets.
• Collecting images/videos and manually labeling them using data labeling tools, such as Labelme. Building custom data set.
• Neural network model Datasets Loading
• Neural network models Training

Requirements
• Candidate in Bachelor of Engineering or Computer Science with focus on AI
• Have strong interest in artificial intelligence and/or computer vision
• Familiar with computer vision, especially image segmentation or image matting models
• Familiar with python programming
• Able to work independently, follow and respect coding standards and help to enforce good programming practices
• Able to work full time during the winter break

Number of vacancies: 1

Internship Period: Winter break 2021/22

Salary: HK$10500/month

Application Procedures
Interested students should submit your application directly to the employer with your CV at your earliest convenience.

Application: Mindy Wong - mindy.wong@zyviz.com